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ire is the action realm.  In this realm you learn to be dynamic, to claim  your 
personal power,  to let your  light  shine brightly, and to feel passionately  about life.  
Fire also teaches you about the mysteries of transformation, literally  changing 

forms, dying to an old part of the self and being born anew. Fire is a  volatile realm  and 
often people express their fear of it getting  out of control. Learning to work with  fire is a 
skill, one that often requires a focused and conscious training. Balance is key  in working 
with fire.  

Fire teaches you to live a dynamic,  powerful, and passionate life from  your radiant core. 
Working effectively  with  the fire path  requires you to honor the sacred in the teachings 
and tools, and that  you  find ways to merge the gifts and messages from other  realms 
with your everyday awareness.  

Fire is the element  of light: the light of the sun, the soft glow of candles,  firelight from a 
roaring fire, and the light of illumination  of your  consciousness. Under the influence of 
fire, you  shine light  on your inner awareness to discover what has previously  remained 
hidden. As you shine the light of your consciousness within, you  awaken to the process 
of bringing forth your radiant  self. Your radiant self is the shining, bright,  full,  whole, 
knowing,  expanded essence self that  is at your core…and at the core of each individual. 
It is the energy that an illumined or christed being has fully activated in themselves.  

Each spark of Spirit has at its core the innate desire toward growth, expansion, and the 
impulse to move toward the full expression of its pure essence. Fire is both the spark 
and the fuel toward growth. Individuals, plants, animals, projects, books, businesses, 
relationships, cities, countries…all concepts and beings begin life with  the potential for 
growth, change, and the development of full expression. When an individual expresses 
their expanded, fully  expressive radiant self, they  are enlivening and inspiring to be 
around, full of life force. They  radiate a deep sense of personal power and authority.  
Such an individual has done the inner development to fully  run and work with their 
inner fire.  

Fire is a powerful force.  It is delicate to keep burning, and to keep in balance internally 
and externally. The overpowering aspect  of fire has been used over  the centuries to 
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control the general population, through fear. The threat of uncontrollable fire… of 
burning in hell or, in  the past,  the real possibility  of being burned at the stake… has been 
used to control the personal power  of many  people all  over the world. The dampening of 
fire is has been most often done through the emotion of fear. 

When you dampen or control someone’s fire their  passion, life force, or sexuality, you 
control their personal power.  It is fascinating that the fear  of more fire has been a  tool 
used to control the personal fire of large portions of the general population.

Just as fire itself can be used to threaten or destroy, so can the fire tool of “Power.” 
Power can be expressed in balanced and effective ways, such as the power  to take action 
on your own behalf, or  it  can be used over others to control or  dominate them, a  misuse 
of power. Firepower, in the form  of guns,  bombs, and the burning of villages,  has been 
used to dominate others, as well as to protect. How  one uses fire is the critical 
component. 

Knowing the right use of power is important as you work closely  with  fire.  Are you 
instilling fears in  others to accomplish your  desires? Are others using fear  to manipulate 
you? Can you find ways to use your  personal power to effectively  empower your  life and 
your life choices? Can you stand in your  power and allow others to do the same?  These 
are questions to ask yourself as you increase your consciousness with fire.

As you  gain access once again to the balance of the elemental forces, you gain wisdom 
and skill at further accessing your personal power. Running your personal power  and 
life force allows you  to take action on your own behalf and manage your own life most 
effectively.  

Life force is the vital essence you use to propel your life forward,  and you were born with 
an exuberant amount of it. Do you remember how much energy  you had as a child?  
How did you feel with all that life force running through you?

Unless you are consciously  aware of keeping your life force activated and flowing as you 
move through life, you  may  have tended to decrease the amount of life force flowing 
through  your body…many  people do. We are born with a tremendous of life force and 
are taught to close it down.  We need to learn to channel it and work effectively  with  our 
fire. We are trained to close down our  fire in our  culture from early  on.   We are taught to 
sit still, tamp down our energy, not be too excited, happy, passionate, sexual, and so on.  
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From  a  very  early  age we also start the process of closing down our life force in  order to 
fit into the regulated amount  of life force for adults in our culture.  We want  to fit  in, to 
be accepted by  our  tribe. Having few  culturally  acceptable ways to work with fire,  we 
learn ways even as adults to tamp down our  own fire, such as through  the overuse of 
alcohol, drugs, sex,  money, or work. Anything that tamps our power mutes it. We may 
also burn ourselves out or play too close to the edge.

You may  need to learn or relearn how to work with fire productively. An enormous 
amount of inner fire development is learning how to use fire to reclaim your life force, to 
fully  run it and to live life with it  pulsing through your  veins. When you do fully  run your 
life force,  you  may  find it changes your life in amazing ways. You find the power to take 
action on your own behalf.  You have the energy  and power to energize your  dreams. 
Your body becomes enlivened and your radiant self begins to emerge.  

One of the most important enliveners of life force is movement. Fire is constantly 
moving.  Watch a candle sometime and you will see that even with that small of a flame, 
it  is in active motion all the time.  So if you want  to increase the fire energy  in your life ~ 
Get  Your  Body  in Motion! The interesting thing about fire is that sometimes you have to 
coax it to burn more, blowing air on it so it will get stronger. In  your  life, that  is using 
your intention to get yourself out of the chair and moving. 

Fire is the fuel that drives you to action. Fire activates your passion, your  desire, 
compelling your  life forward. Fire is the vital spark that creates forward movement, the 
action toward progress. Fire compels the seed to spring to life, whether in the ground 
and heated up by  the sun, or  in the human body  and fueled by  the fire of passion. Fire is 
the initiator of growth, the activator of life force.

The seeds of your desires take fire, the vibrant passionate life energy, to activate the 
energy  for the creation of your dreams. Just as a seed placed in the soil takes the warmth 
of the sun to heat the soil for  germination to occur, your inner fire activates the seeds of 
your desires. Your inner  fire spark of passion is the activator of your  creations.  When 
you are fired up about something, you can accomplish tremendous feats with little effort 
on your part. Fire is powerful fuel. 

As with any  fuel,  you want the right amount at  the right time. Balance is one of the key 
components in working with fire. Too much fire and you  could burn yourself out. In 
cooking or  in relationships,  too much heat can too quickly  burn the energy  of 
something. Yet it is the fire that does the cooking, generates the passion, and provides 
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necessary  fuel. To work most effectively  with fire, therefore, you need both careful 
tending and the stability of the other elements to be in correct balance.  

For  your inner  fire you need a good strong  body, your  earthen container, to be strong 
enough to run the fire energy  you want to run.  You  need your emotions to be balanced to 
use your fire appropriately, and you need to use your air  wisdom  to guide your fire 
effectively.  When fire is in balance,  it not only  allows us to create from our passions, it 
also brings forth its deep ability  to warm and soothe, in a hot bath, an  evening by  the 
fire, glowing candles,  soup on a  winter's day, or a cup of hot tea. We need the deep 
nurturance of balanced fire.  

Fire shares guidance about effective balance every  day  through the movement of the 
sun. The sun lights up the day, bringing the energy  for  action and growth, then shows 
you how to cool the heat of action by  resting and turning within each evening.  The quiet 
light of the moon and the darkness that night  brings feels very  different than the bright 
fullness of daytime. The darkness provides you with the opportunity  for  quiet 
nurturance to balance the intense activity  of the day. Honoring the power of rest, 
nurturance, and turning within in keeps your personal fire realm in harmony  and 
balance. 

The same goes for  the rhythm of the seasonal cycle. In spring and summer,  in most  of 
North America there is an  active growing period and then an inactive period of winter 
when the ground is quiet  and rests. If you acclimate your life to this natural teaching, 
and you  are most active in the growing months and spend at  least some of the winter 
turning within, you will find renewed energy and life force each year. 

Fire is also the deep transformer. It changes the properties of substances as its heat 
alters them. Fire teaches the lessons of transmutation.  It can temper, turning a weaker 
substance into something stronger. Fire forges the substance of your  being, much as 
steel is made into a sword with the power of the flame. 
 
Fire provides the energy  for the transformation of substances. Fire warms the soil for 
the seed to sprout and provides the heat  for the grain to grow. The grain is harvested, 
ground into flour, and then further transformed into dough that rises as it is prepared to 
bake. Fire provides the heat to bake the bread, turning it  into the substance we 
consume.  Once inside the body, fire provides the digestive heat  to transform the bread 
into fuel, physical energy. 
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As you learn to work with transformation, you may  need to practice becoming 
comfortable with the process. With any  transformational process, it is important to 
learn to let go of your current stage to move to the next level. The challenge with letting 
go is that we are generally  most familiar with the level we maybe operating on, and to 
leave it means leaving what  we know and even perhaps becoming a  beginner at some 
level again. At the very  least, it means stepping into the unknown.  And for  some, the 
unknown can be a frightening or uncomfortable place. Fire initiates growth, and growth 
brings with it the need to let  go of your  old ways of life. In order to grow, you are 
required to move beyond your  personal comfort  zone and into the new. This is a 
frightening prospect  for some, and involves learning to feel comfortable with some 
degree of risk.  

Completely  releasing and letting go in the transformational process requires letting go of 
all the old ways you defined yourself and the world around you,  like a snake shedding its 
skin. Our  habitual ways of perceiving ourselves run deep in  our psyche yet they  must be 
released to move into our fully  radiant  selves. To be full of life force, an empowered and 
radiant  being,  you must leave behind the places of holding yourself as less than others.  
Leave behind all the places where you  may  feel limited in your capabilities, and let go of 
all the ways you believed in the past that  you  were not a divine and radiant being.  What 
do you need to let go of or shed right now to move to your next level of being?  

Part of the process of fire transformation is an active and conscious death and rebirth 
experience. Choosing to die to some aspect of your life, or a way  of being that  no longer 
serves you, and actively  choosing to leave it  behind, to die to it,  allows you  to be reborn 
into the new energy  you are invoking. There are Shamanic guides for death and rebirth 
ceremonial rituals to assist you in moving through the transitional doorway  from  one 
phase to the next. A guide is helpful to learn to work consciously  with the death and 
rebirth mysteries, for transitions in this realm and if you are transitioning to a  different 
realm through physical death.    

You need practice in order to smoothly  and gracefully  transform. One way  to work with 
transformation is to release or to let go of limitations. Try  releasing by  writing down 
issues that  you are choosing to release. Now burn the paper with the intention that the 
issues are released in the flames.  Consciously  activate what you desire to take its place in 
your consciousness. 

You can use the power  of dance to literally  shake & move old limitations out of your 
cells. When concepts are held in the physical body,  they  must be literally  moved in order 
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to fully  transform. Using the power of your intention and life force, you can move your 
inner energy, transforming your  consciousness. This method can be used for release or 
for activation of energies. For example, if you choose to activate your  inner Shamanic 
consciousness, you could state that as your intention and dance to energize that 
awareness.

Dance is a  powerful tool for  moving deep issues and energies. It is also a tremendous 
enlivener of life force. Dancing to strongly  percussive music, such as world music with 
little or no words, is very  effective. You  may  find another type of music works better for 
you. Dance is the most powerful way  to move the energy. Ritual drumming and dance 
are ancient shamanistic tools for transforming energy, spiritual journeying,  and 
achieving trance states.  

Often the music and dance moves the participant into a trance state, allowing access to 
the inner realms and awarenesses not found in ordinary  reality.  I have danced for  3 
hours a day, blindfolded,  and had profound journeys. These dances brought me an  inner 
awareness and teachings that  I continue to use and access.  In my  work, I use dance for 
increasing personal expression, opening to creative insight,  and accessing deep levels of 
soul transformation.  

Dance is an exceptional way  to move life force. In all its forms, it helps keep your life 
force open and flowing. Dance is a crucial fire tool. When there is a  level of social 
change, dance and music is generally  at the forefront. In the past, there has been fear 
around certain  types of dance being too radical,  frightening, or promiscuous, as when 
the waltz, jazz and rock and roll were first introduced. The regulation of dance has been 
used as a  means to control.  If people don’t move, or  they  move in very  limited ways, it 
keeps their thinking, their life force, and their power restricted.  

To free a block in your  life, you need to literally  move in  new  ways. Find new 
movements,  and just see how  it shifts your  energy.  Dance and music have often been 
used to free overly  tight constraints around the physical body, or  the way  people 
perceive the world, and to bring in new levels of perception.

As you increase your  life force, you may  activate your Kundalini energy. Yogis define 
kundalini as a  coiled serpent of energy  that  rests at the base of the spine. Its release 
activates a deep level of transformative energy  that clears each chakra  as it moves 
upward.  Kundalini energy  rises slowly  in some people, making a gentle transformation, 
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while for  other people it strikes like lightening, opening up a new level of their inner 
world in a flash. Other people may barely notice its effect at all.
 
Kundalini energy  feels a little like an internal earthquake. Your body  can start  shaking 
internally, like having tremors. When it moves in me, I can feel the energy  rise up my 
spine until it moves all the way  through my  crown chakra.  There has been a noticeable 
shift  in my  psychic abilities in  the years since my  kundalini began awakening. I have 
gradually  grown accustomed to the energy  and its effects, stabilizing the increased 
energy in my body. 

Hot flashes are another manner  in which fire shows up to work its transformational 
magic.  I have heard a wide range of effects hot flashes have on women, from increasing 
a new level of personal power, to releasing a wisdom elixir in the brain, to awakening 
and increasing strong psychic abilities.  Regardless of the symptoms each  individual 
woman experiences, menopausal hot flashes are a powerfully  transformative energy  that 
moves a woman from her childbearing years to her  wise woman within, through the heat 
of her internal fire.

Fire is the action realm, the place where your  life is propelled forward.  Your passion is 
the fuel to take action in life. What are you passionate about? Are you living from your 
passion? Do you easily  take action on your own behalf? Do you back burner your  own 
ideas and desires for other people’s priorities?  Your  ability  to take action  on your own 
behalf in alignment with your passions is driven by your personal power.  

As you  journal in the next few days,  connect with your inner fire and make a list of 10 
things you  need to take action on in your life.  Have these items been on your mental list 
for a long time? Have you  been procrastinating about taking important actions needed 
to move you to the next level of development? Perhaps you have an over abundance of 
fire if you do too much,  and now you need quiet reflection and integration time.  As you 
work with your  list,  notice how your life force is freed up as you begin completing your 
10 items.  

How do you feel about taking action? Have you  taken action  on your own behalf for your 
own goals and dreams, or are you always working toward other peoples dreams and 
visions? Do you have frustration, anger, or regret  for  actions you’ve not taken? If so, 
then you may  have energy  that  needs to be reclaimed and freed up to fully  reclaim  your 
power. Have you given your personal power  away  to others, an organization, or an 
outdated belief system? 
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Notice if you  have anger, regret, or  frustration tied up with any  old memories. For many 
people, their  personal power  issues are often tied up with their  issues of anger, 
frustration, and regret. Only  when you go into the situation or memory  and uncover the 
feelings can you release the personal power that has been connected to that situation. 
When you  block your  anger, you block your power. Connect to any  places where you’ve 
felt anger.     Notice your  feelings. Do you  have the feeling that it was someone else’s 
fault that the situation happened?  

When you can find a way  to claim personal responsibility  for  the situation,  not blaming 
yourself and finding  fault, but allowing yourself to respond in a given situation, then you 
can fully  reclaim  your personal power. Memories work just the same as current 
situations. Ask yourself questions like “What could I have done that would have 
produced a different result? How can  I take better care of myself next time?  Does the 
other person have my  personal power?” If the other person does, then mentally  call your 
personal power  back and claim  it  for  yourself again.  Then check to see if you are angry 
with  yourself. Truly  acknowledge any  ways you may  have anger at yourself for the 
situation. Check the places where you didn’t  take the action you needed to, feel you 
express what needed to be said, or where you acted in ways you  wish  you  hadn’t. Allow 
yourself to work through that anger if you have any. 

You need to find healthy  and effective ways to feel and deal with your  anger in order to 
release the flow of personal power in life. Blocked anger is blocked personal power.  
Your  frustration, anger, and regret have much to teach you about where you need to take 
action in life. They are potent self-awareness tools if you listen to their messages.  

Because fear is often used to control fire, fear maybe blocking  your personal power in 
the fear of shining too brightly, of being fully  seen, the fear of taking action, the fear of 
being fully  in your power,  or  the fear of taking the next step in  your  development. 
Having the courage to move through your fears takes enormous power on your part, and 
it  takes practice.  It takes learning  to trust that you  can and do know how  take the steps 
necessary to achieve your dreams. Practice and trust develop one step at a time. 
 
As you  move through your fear, you may  discover  pockets of internal suppression. In the 
past in our culture,  certain aspects of expression have been off limits or  repressed to 
what is an acceptable norm. For example, men have culturally  defined limits to their 
expression of emotion.  Until recently  it wasn’t  ok for men and boys to cry, and they 
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learned to repress their sadness or  pain, sometimes repressing their most tender 
feelings.  

Women, on the other hand, have often been taught to repress their anger. Nice girls and 
women simply  were not to get angry. Instead of feeling their  anger, what often happened 
was that  women would frequently  cry. In a situation that would perhaps have been 
better  handled by  allowing themselves to fully  feel their  anger  and heed its message, 
women would release the emotional valve through tears, dampening their personal 
power. Blocked anger  is blocked personal power, and there are appropriate and effective 
ways to feel your anger and allow it to fuel the actions that may need to be taken.  

Through the process of developing your  consciousness, you may  come across aspects of 
yourself that have experienced repression or are hidden from you, deep in the shadow of 
your awareness.  As you shine the light of fire in your inner  realm, you may  expose deep 
areas of suppression. One area  that most of our culture is ready  to have illumined is the 
arena of sacred sexuality.  

Your  sexuality  is life force energy  and your power of creation. You  can use that power to 
create new life,  and you can use that power to create a new life for yourself.   Imagine the 
possibilities if that energy  is used fully. What could you  or would you create if you 
realized the depth  and true power of your  creative capabilities? Are you accessing and 
using that creative power to the full extent of its ability? What happens when that energy 
gets suppressed in your body?

Culturally  we have been bombarded with mixed messages about this powerfully  creative 
force,  and it has been disconnected from  the sacred power that it is.  When sexuality  is 
taken out of the context of sacredness, it  often becomes degrading to those participating, 
where people are treated as objects instead of being  honored as beautiful expressions of 
the divine.  

Tantra  is a  teaching and path of sacred sexuality.  In  Tantra,  a couple in union 
acknowledges the sacred in one another, taking both  of them  into a deeper  connection 
with  Spirit. Their union with one another and Spirit often increases their illumination, 
creating an external glow and new internal awareness. Sacred sexuality  channels 
passion into an  increase in consciousness for the individuals who practice its path and 
for the collective.  When individuals increase their consciousness, it adds to the collective 
awareness and helps us all.
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Sacred sexuality  is one way  to connect with the divine, but there are others more 
familiar to tribal cultures. Their ways, which  may  seem unusual to us in the western 
world,  help us to bridge the seen and unseen realms, to move in the places of magic…the 
world between the known and unknown. When we move between the worlds and access 
other parts of divine essence, we are able to bring more understanding, knowledge, 
meaning, and depth to our  human experience. We are able to communicate with  forces 
and powers like the Elemental Forces themselves, and access a  greater  sense of the 
universal design. 

Fire teaches us the variety  of ways we can increase our  perception. Some paths are not 
so ordinary, like deep trance states. But when we access these states, we need no 
intermediary  to connect  directly  with the divine. We make the direct link,  which is one 
of the ways fire brings us back to our personal power. 

Indigenous and native people around the world have accessed altered states of 
consciousness and journeyed in other  worlds and realms with fire paths tools. Through 
the study  and work with modern Shamans,  we are able to learn techniques to awaken 
these facets of our consciousness. Deep Dance,  Trance dance, journey  work, mask 
making, drumming, sacred sexuality  and more teach  us to run our life force in safe 
settings and to access our inner  world, bringing us profound revelations and deep 
insights.  

Used in a ritual environment, Firewater, plant teachers, and other  tools take people into 
altered levels of awareness within a sacred context.  These potent Fire tools used outside 
a sacred context can also thrust people into a state of madness, dependence, and abuse. 
It is a fine edge that requires honoring and balance to work in this realm. 

In spiritual traditions, a  person would have a high degree of development within the 
other elements before they  would begin working with these powerful tools. They  would 
know how  to hold a  sacred container, they  would have developed emotional maturity, 
and they  would be able to hold their mental realm clearly. Fire teaches people to move 
beyond their ordinary  reality, bridging the seen and unseen worlds the world of the 
Shaman, the medicine man or woman. A wonderful way  to bridge the worlds and work 
with  your creative fire energy  is to make a shamanic mask of your radiant self.   Then 
work with this mask to see what information it brings when you wear it.

Fire is a wonderful teacher. It shares with you ways to live a dynamic, powerful, and 
passionate life from your  radiant  core. Working effectively  with the fire path requires 
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you walk in balance, honoring the sacred in the teachings and tools.  Here you find ways 
to merge the gifts and messages from other realms with your everyday awareness.  

Addition Fire Meditation
Please find a comfortable place to sit…have your journal and a pen near, and when you 
are ready, put on the music. Close your  eyes and go inside to talk to fire.  Ask the action 
realm and fire what is important for  you to know about  the way  it is functioning in your 
life right now.  What guidance does it choose to share with you?

Continue your journey of elemental discovery 

with part six of this mini course Spirit.

Deepen your connection to the Elemental Forces of Creation. 
Learn to easily access their wisdom with the Elemental Forces of Creation Oracle.

You can also begin activating their powers and increasing your awareness of their rhythmic 
cycles by reading the book Natural Rhythms ~ Connect the Creational Dance of Your Life 

to the Pulse of the Universe. See http://naturalrhythms.org to order your copy today.
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